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INTRODUCTION TO THE TEACHER

The 20 units in Closing the Culture gap give students valuable listening 
practice and at the same time provide insights into everyday American culture.

each unit in this listening course takes at least 10 minutes of class time and may be 
used as a supplement to a main course. Whether you use Closing the Culture 
gap as a warm-up at the beginning of the lesson or as fun wrap-up at the end of a 
class, you will find that Closing the Culture gap is an enjoyable way for 
students to practice their english.

Closing the Culture gap provides students with extensive support to guide 
their listening comprehension. numerous illustrations provide visual clues and the 
simple, fill-in tables focus student listening. The questions, the illustrations and the 
tables together help students understand who is speaking and what they are speaking 
about. The various exercises in this book are designed both to guide the student listening 
and to test comprehension.

How to Use CLOSING THE CULTURE GAP

each unit is divided into four sections:

Key Vocabulary presents the most important words in each unit. You may go 
over these in class before playing the CD, or you may ask students to check the 
words by themselves at home before coming to class.

First Challenge introduces the topic of the unit. Ask the students to look at the 
statistical “snapshot” before they listen. As they listen, they write in the missing 
words and numbers.

Second Challenge requires students to listen to several speakers talk about the 
same topic area that was introduced in First Challenge. (i.e. First Challenge 
introduces the topic and Second Challenge expands the topic.) Ask the students 
to look at the table before they listen. Read out aloud the different names in the 
columns and rows to familiarize the students with the content of the exercise. 
Then play the CD.

Third Challenge provides additional information on the topic area of the unit. 
Before the students listen, ask them to read the exercise and to try to predict what 
the missing words might be. Then play the CD and ask the students to listen and 
write in the missing words. If necessary, play the CD again and pause at the end 
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of each sentence to allow the students time to write. 

Time: each unit takes around 10 minutes if you play the CD straight through 
with short pauses between each of the sections to allow the students to answer 
the questions. You may, however, choose to play the sections more than once. In 
this case, the time you take for each unit will depend on:

 a) how you develop the key vocabulary
 b) how many times you repeat each listening exercise
 c) whether you go over the answers in the class
 d) whether you have follow-up speaking practice (see below)

Follow-up Speaking Practice
 You may choose to have a discussion with the class about the topic explored 
in the unit. Ask students what they know about the topic, and what they found 
interesting or surprising. Then have the students compare the information about 
the uS with that of their country. It may be useful for students to work first in 
Japanese—once they have discussed the topic, they should be more prepared to 
share their thoughts in english. 

Follow-up Reading
 Articles about the topic areas may be available online. You could print these 
stories out for the students and have them do follow-up reading at home or in 
the class.

Perforated Pages
 The pages in the student’s textbooks are perforated. Ask the students to pull 
out the page and hand it in to you when you have finished the unit. You may use 
these answer sheets to:

 i) record which students attended the class
 ii) grade students for each class
 iii) encourage students to arrive on time. (Latecomers miss the listening 

and do not receive a grade for that lesson.)

Answers
 All the answers to the exercises are given in this teacher’s manual.

Grading
 You may decide how to award the points for each section in a unit. A possible 
guide is given below:

First Challenge: 2 points for each missing word or number. (Total varies 
for each unit.)
Second Challenge: 2 points for each item in the table. (Total varies for each 
unit.) Sometimes, you may feel that some pieces of information are much 
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more difficult that others and you should award bonus points accordingly.
Third Challenge: 1 point for each correct word—making a total of 10 points. 
You may or may not choose to deduct half a point for spelling mistakes. It 
depends if you wish to grade listening ability only or listening and spelling 
ability.

Testing
 For your convenience, free downloadable tests are available on the Macmillan 
Languagehouse website at www.mlh.co.jp
 The audio files that accompany these tests are also available for 
downloading.

 These tests could be set halfway through your course and at the end of the 
course.
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1. Getting Married
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 Photos / Video $1,580
 Clothes $2,900
 Rings $2,850
 Reception $7,850

 A: Welcome to Culture Close-up. Today we are looking at marriage in the 
uS. I’m here at the church and I’m going to talk to the parents of the 
bride. excuse me, Mrs. Baltimore, how did you like the wedding?

 Mother: It was just so beautiful, and our little daughter—ohh, she looked so 
beautiful! her dress was just soooo gorgeous!

 Father: Gorgeous! It was gorgeously expensive!
 A: excuse me, Mr. Baltimore—can I ask you how much the dress cost?
 Father: (low moan) $2,900 for the dress and the bridesmaid’s clothes—$2,900! 

For dresses they will wear onCe!
 A: And now it is off to the reception?
 Mother: oh, yes, we have a catering company doing the cake and the food—it’s 

buffet style—very nice—oh, and we have a band playing dance music—
that will be such fun.

 A: So, how much for the reception, the food and the band?
 Father: (low moan) $7,850.
 A: er, excuse me . . . I couldn’t catch that.
 Father: (low whisper) $7,850.
 A: Right!
 Mother: oh, darling—it’s time for the official photographs. Please be sure to 

smile.
 Father: Smile? how can I smile when the photographer is so expensive—that’s 

$1,580 for my smile.
 A: excuse me—how much is that?
 Father: $1,580 for the photographs and the video.
 A: So, the clothes, the cake, the reception and the photographs—is there 

anything else?
 Mother: oh, yes the rings!
 Father: Ahh, yes, (pleased voice) the rings!—now they were $2,850—but we 

didn’t have to buy those!—harry the bridegroom bought those!
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Second Challenge
Four guests talk about the wedding and reception. Listen and complete the table.

guest
why they liked the 
wedding

what they gave the 
couple

where they got the 
present

Ms. 
Sharpe

It’s a great band. 
She loves ’50s 
music.

carving knives bridal registry

Mr. Young The bridesmaids 
were beautiful. painting made it himself

Ms. Clark

The ceremony 
was very nice. She 
especially liked the 
wedding vows.

crystal drinking 
glasses bridal registry

Mr. 
Johnson

excellent food. Lots 
of drink. he can 
catch up with his 
relatives.

butter plate bridal registry

 Narrator: Well, I’m at the reception now and I’m talking to a few guests. oh, Ms. 
Sharpe, how are you enjoying the wedding?

 Ms. Sharpe: It’s really great, especially the music. It’s a great band—I love ’50s 
music!

 Narrator: Yes, the band is—er, very good. By the way, what gift did you get the 
bridal couple?

 Ms. Sharpe: I got them some tableware, carving knives to be exact. I always give 
knives at weddings.

 Narrator: Where did you buy the knives?
 Ms. Sharpe: I telephoned the store where the couple have their bridal registry.
 Narrator: Thank you. (pause) oh, here’s Richard Young.
 Mr. Young: hello.
 Narrator: Are you enjoying the wedding?
 Mr. Young: It’s fabulous, I especially enjoyed the ceremony—the bridesmaids were 

beautiful.
 Narrator: Beautiful bridesmaids, I see. By the way, what did you give the bride 

and groom?
 Mr. Young: Something I made myself, actually. A painting. It’s pretty good, if I do 

say so myself.
 Narrator: I’m sure it is. Thank you for speaking with us. (pause) oh, hello, Ms. 

Clark. (pause) how are you enjoying the wedding?
 Ms. Clark: The ceremony was very nice. I especially liked the wedding vows. They 

promised “to love, honor, serve and protect”—so sweet!
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 Narrator: The wedding vows, I see. By the way, what did you get the couple?
 Ms. Clark: I got them some crystal drinking glasses. The couple picked out a 

nice pattern from the bridal registry—so I was very glad to get that 
present.

 Narrator: Thank you Ms. Clark. (pause) oh, Mr. Johnson, how about you? how 
are you enjoying the wedding?

 Mr. Johnson: Well, I didn’t like the ceremony—too long—but I am enjoying the 
reception, excellent food, lots of drink and I can catch up with my 
relatives: Auntie Anne, my uncle Tommy, my uncle Johnny, my cousin 
Billy, cousin Jo-Anne . . .

 Narrator: . . . (interrupting) . . . yes, yes, lots of relatives. And, er, what gift did 
you get the bridal couple?

 Mr. Johnson: oh, something very special. I got them a very beautiful butter plate. It 
was on the bridal registry, so I know they’ll like it. And . . . (lowers his 
voice) it was only $30.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 Many couples have a bridal (registry) with a store. This is a (list) of possible presents 
the couple would like the guests to buy. The advantage of having a registry is that a 
guest can choose a (present) that the couple wants and know that another guest has not 
already bought a similar (gift).
 however, many couples return the gifts to the (store) after the wedding and receive 
a full cash refund. There is no shame in doing this—it is now an accepted practice.
 one of the most common gifts is a (place) setting—a matching main plate, salad 
plate, soup (bowl), cup and saucer. A couple will carefully pick out a (pattern) they 
like from the bridal registry and several guests will each buy one setting to make up 
a complete dinner set.
 Wedding receptions follow religious and cultural traditions. Some are very (quiet) 
with just cake, coffee and small talk. others are a little “wilder” with eating, drinking 
and (dancing) all night long.
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2. Do You Have a Part-Time Job?
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 Don’t have a job 33%
 $1-$200 per month 14%
 $200-$399 per month 25%
 $400+ per month  28%

 A: hello, and welcome to Culture Close-up. Today we’re taking a close-up 
look at what American college students earn per month from working 
part-time. Kim, what did you find?

 Kim: We found that 33% of students do not have a job. Perhaps these students 
have a scholarship or perhaps they have an allowance from their parents. 
or it could be that they attend a state college in the uSA where the fees 
are lower and therefore they don’t need to work.

 A: So, that’s 33% of students who don’t have a job, but what about the 
majority of students who do work to pay for tuition or just to earn some 
spending money?

 K: Yes, the remaining 67% do work part-time. 14% of all students earn less 
than $200 a month. Maybe these students work in a low paying job like 
a fast-food restaurant.

 A: What about the students who earn over $200?
 K: Well, we found that 25% of college students earn from $200 to $399. 

Students could earn this money by, for example, working in the school 
library or doing data entry work.

 A: And finally, what about these big earners who are getting more than 
$400 dollars a month?

 K: A surprising 28% of students are in this top category. Quite possibly 
these 28% work in a fancy restaurant where the tips are high.

 A: And that’s it folks—a Culture Close-up on what American college 
students earn per month.
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Second Challenge
Many students have an internship and gain work experience while they study at 
college. Listen to three students and complete the table.

student
where they 
are doing their 
internship

responsibilities
how often and 
how many hours 
they work

money they 
earn

Steve TV station
he edits 
footage & acts 
as a gofer

2 nights a week 
5 hours a night

Jane law firm she does 
research

8 hours a day 
June and July

$5,000 per 
month

Larry computer 
company

he debugs and 
updates the 
programming 
code

3 times a week 
10 hours a day $12 per hour

 Narrator: So, Steve, could you tell us a bit about your internship?
 Steve: Sure, I’m an intern at Channel 8, the TV station—here in town.
 Narrator: oh, that sounds interesting. What do you do for them?
 Steve: I edit footage. of course, I’m the “gofer” as well.
 Narrator: You’re a gofer?
 Steve: I go fer coffee, I go fer take-out food and I make copies—that kind of 

thing.
 Narrator: And how, uh, how often are you working at Channel 8?
 Steve: I go 2 nights a week, 5 hours a night. Monday and Friday. Those are 

big days for us because on Friday we do a “Week in Review,” and on 
Monday we catch up on the news that happened over the weekend.

 Narrator: I see. By the way, how well does the internship pay?
 Steve: Well, there is no “pay” at all. I’m working just to get experience.
 Narrator: Just for experience?
 Steve: of course, I hope that they like me and hire me after I graduate.

 Narrator: now, Jane. You work in a law firm, right?
 Jane: That’s right, Dewey, Sewem and howe. (pronounced Do we sue ’em? 

And how)
 Narrator: Dewey, Sewem and howe? That’s a big law firm, right?
 Jane: That’s correct. They hired about 12 summer associates this summer.
 Narrator: Summer associate?
 Jane: Yes, that’s what they call an “intern” in the law business. People who join 

a law firm are called associates, so we are the “summer associates.”
 Narrator: I see. So, what are your duties?
 Jane: We do research, primarily.
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 Narrator: My, that sounds challenging.
 Jane: Well, actually, our workload is not so heavy. We’re there about 8 hours a 

day during June and July. This is a chance to get to know the firm—and 
of course, they get to know us.

 Narrator: I see. Do you think you will work for them after you graduate?
 Jane: I certainly hope so. Last year they had ten associates, and all ten joined 

the firm.
 Narrator: By the way, how is the pay?
 Jane: Well, they pay us the same as they pay regular first-year lawyers. At my 

firm that is about $5,000 per month.
 Narrator: Wow, that’s high! Lucky you!

 Narrator: Larry, where do you intern?
 Larry: I am at hAL, the computer company.
 Narrator: hAL, the famous computer company! What are you doing for them?
 Larry: Well, I’m programming for them.
 Narrator: Well, that sounds interesting. What kind of programming are you 

doing?
 Larry: At the moment I’m debugging and updating the programming code for 

the company’s main product.
 Narrator: oh, I see. Can you tell me how often you work?
 Larry: I work 3 times a week, maybe 10 hours a day.
 Narrator: how about your pay? Can you tell us about that?
 Larry: Sure, no problem! I get $12 per hour. It’s oK—nothing special for 

computer programming.
 Narrator: I see. Do you think you will work for hAL after you graduate?
 Larry: Maybe. But because I’ve done an internship at hAL, I can probably 

work anywhere I want.
 Narrator: oK, good luck in the future.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 Generally, in the States most students (graduate) first and then look for a job.  Students 
stay busy with their (studies) until graduation, and job (hunting) does not take up much 
time at college. however, students in high demand fields, for example (engineering), 
will probably get a job before graduation.
 College (tuition) can be very expensive these days—up to $(40,000) per year. Many 
students need a loan from the government. After starting their new job, these students 
work hard to pay back their (loan) over the next five or ten years.
 Most universities have a (night) program that accepts “non-traditional students.”  
These are usually older students who did not go to college after high school, and now 
feel that they want a university (degree). Many of them will study two or three nights 
a week, usually taking classes from (6) to 8 o’clock.
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3. 50 Channels and Nothing On
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

Men Women

Per Week Per Day Per Week Per Day

55+ 33:15 4:45 36:10 5:10
25-54 28:35 4:05 30:27 4:21

18-24 22:31 3:13 25:47 3:41
Teens 21:21 3:03 20:32 2:56

 A: hello, and welcome to Culture Close-up. Today we take a close look 
at TV viewing habits. Americans watch an average of 26 hours and 50 
minutes of television each week. But who actually watches the most 
TV?

 Kim: It seems that women of 55 years and older watch the most TV—they 
watch 5 hours and 10 minutes of TV per day.

 A: 5 hours and 10 minutes per day. And how does that compare with men 
of the same age?

 Kim: Men of 55 years and older watch 4 hours and 45 minutes each day.
 A: uh-huh, 4 hours and 45 minutes a day—quite a lot less than women. 

And what about for the age group of 25 to 54?
 Kim: Well, we found that women aged between 25 and 54 watch an average 

of 4 hours and 21 minutes a day.
 A: And for men of the same age?
 Kim: Well, on the other hand, men of the same age watch an average of 4 

hours and 5 minutes.
 A: Right so 4 hours and 21 minutes a day for women and 4 hours and 5 

minutes a day for men.
 Kim: now, this average viewing time falls to 3 hours and 41 minutes for 

women aged 18 to 24, while for men aged 18 to 24 that average viewing 
time is 3 hours and 13 minutes.

 A: So, that’s 3 hours and 41 minutes, and 3 hours and 13 minutes.  uh-
huh.

 Kim: And our last group was teenagers. We found that teenage women watch 
2 hours and 56 minutes a day and that teenage men watch 3 hours and 
3 minutes a day.

 A: Almost the same—that’s very interesting.
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Second Challenge
Four people say what program they will watch tonight. Listen and complete the 
table.

person program name type of program
why they want to watch 
the program

Claude Lost Files sci-fi series
It can be very frightening 
and he thinks the plot is 
always very clever.

Gene upstairs 
Downstairs

British drama 
series

The costumes are great and 
it’s historically accurate.

Kelly noVA documentary 
about science

It’s very educational. She 
always learns something.

Marge Die nasty action movie

The plot is very week—but 
she likes car chases and 
fights. And Cigar Willis is a 
great fighter.

 Narrator: Claude, what do you want to watch tonight?
 Claude: I think I’d like to see the Lost Files. It’s on Channel 10 at 8:00 

tonight.
 Narrator: The Lost Files? What’s that about? office work?
 Claude: no, it’s a sci-fi series. Tonight’s episode sounds really interesting. 

Bernstein and Brown . . .
 Narrator: . . . Who?
 Claude: Bernstein and Brown—these two FBI agents—they go to a small town 

where something strange has been happening. I love the program—I 
watch it every week. It can be very frightening and I think the plot is 
always very clever.

 Narrator: And what is this week’s story?
 Claude: Well, in this small town all the children do their homework. every night. 

The parents are all worried, they think the kids must be space aliens or 
something. I mean real kids don’t act like that.

 Narrator: Gene, what are you planning to watch tonight?
 Gene: I’ve been following a British drama series on PBS.
 Narrator: Which one is that?
 Gene: upstairs Downstairs—it’s on once a week at 10:00.
 Narrator: oh, right, upstairs Downstairs. What’s it about?
 Gene: Well, it is fascinating. It’s the story of a rich family in nineteenth century 

england and the servants who work for them.
 Narrator: Why do you like it?
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 Gene: The costumes are great and it’s historically accurate.

 Narrator: Kelly, what are you going to watch tonight?
 Kelly: Well, I’m not sure, perhaps noVA on PBS.
 Narrator: noVA, huh? What time is that showing?
 Kelly: Seven. It’s a documentary program about science. 
 Narrator: on every week?
 Kelly: Yeah, it’s a regular program. I think it’s great.
 Narrator: uh-huh—why’s that?
 Kelly: It’s very educational. I always learn something.
 Narrator: umm, sounds good.
 Kelly: Well, I record it on my machine—I can lend you the DVD and you can 

watch it yourself.

 Narrator: Marge, what will you watch tonight?
 Marge: Well, I’m not sure. There are many good programs showing tonight.
 Narrator: What about the news hour—PBS at 9:00?
 Marge: naw! I find news really boring. I really want to see Die nasty.
 Narrator: hmm, (pausing to read newspaper)—9:00 on Channel 10.
 Marge: Right, it’s an action movie with Cigar Willis. The plot is very weak—but 

I like car chases and fights—(appreciative sigh)—and Cigar Willis is a 
great fighter.

 Narrator: Do you know the story?
 Marge: Yeah, I’ve seen it three times before. A mysterious man falls in love 

with the wife of a company president and saves her from kidnappers.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 In the uS, almost every household can receive the (commercial) national networks: 
ABC, CBS, nBC and recently FoX. If you have (cable) TV, you can (receive) at 
least 50 channels. The typical commercial station shows (advertisements) every 10 
minutes. one television network, the (Public) Broadcasting System (PBS) does not 
show commercials.
 PBS is a nonprofit organization. It shows (educational) programs and is similar to 
the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) or to nhK (nippon housou Kyokai). 
however, PBS does not depend on (government) financing. Corporations (donate) 
money to (sponsor) the production of shows, and (viewers) donate some of the money 
that the station needs for its operating expenses.
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4. Fingers Crossed for Good Luck
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 avoiding the number 13: 17%
 crossing fingers: 65%
 knocking on wood: 74%
 not walking under ladders: 46%
 not breaking a mirror: 39%
 carrying a charm: 28%

 Host: hello, and welcome to Culture Close-up. Today’s topic is superstitions. 
What things bring you good luck? What things bring you bad luck? Kim, 
what can you tell us about superstitions?

 Kim: Well, I can tell you that there are some very common superstitions. For 
example, 74% of Americans have said “knock on wood” in the past six 
months.

 Host: 74%! That is a lot of people. And they use that expression to avoid bad 
luck?

 Kim: exactly. For example, one lady said to us that she had never had a 
traffic accident … knock on wood! A similar tradition is to cross your 
fingers. 65% of the people in our survey told us that they had crossed 
their fingers for good luck recently.

 Host: Crossing fingers for good luck—65%. Any other common 
superstitions?

 Kim: Well, just under half—46%—of the people we talked to said that they 
do not walk under ladders.

 Host: 46% avoid walking under ladders. I’m the same. I was always told that 
it was bad luck to walk under ladders.

 Kim: Yes, me too. And it is very bad luck to break a mirror, of course.
 Host: Right. Break a mirror, and you will have seven years of bad luck. how 

many people believe that superstition?
 Kim: 39% of people believe this superstition.
 Host: That is interesting … 39%. Any others?
 Kim: Well, 28% of people carry a good luck charm, and 17% avoid the number 

13.
 Host: 28% carry a good luck charm and 17% avoid the number 13. Thank 

you, Kim!
 Kim: That’s it for today. I’m off to the dentist. Just another regular checkup. 

I’ve never had a filling so I don’t think I will need one today. [pause] 
Knock on wood!

 Host: [laughing] I’ll keep my fingers crossed for you, Kim!
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Second Challenge
Four people talk about their superstitions. Listen and complete the table.

name
superstitions they talk about

(choose from below) 
lucky or unlucky event

Kate B
E passed her driver’s test

Brett C cut his finger picking up the glass

Jane F, G doing well in her medical exams, and 
not getting sick

Will A missed his bus, and a truck splashed 
water all over him

Conversation 1
 A: Kate, are you very superstitious?
 Kate: no, I don’t think so.
 A: So you wouldn’t mind staying in Room 13 on the thirteenth floor at a 

hotel?
 K: 1313! (thirteen, thirteen) no way! I’d never do that!
 A: Ah-ha—so you are superstitious.
 K: Yeah, I guess I am, a little bit. And I always cross my fingers if I want 

something good to happen.
 A: has that ever worked?
 K: Well, I crossed my fingers before my driver’s test. I passed! I think that 

was good luck.

Conversation 2
 L: hey Brett, didn’t you help Sarah move out of her apartment today?
 Brett: Yes, I just finished.
 L: how did it go? Was it hard work?
 B: It wasn’t so bad except for one thing . . .
 L: What’s that?
 B: Well, she put too many things in one box. When I lifted the box, the 

bottom fell apart. everything fell out and—a mirror broke.
 L: oh no! You know that means you’ll have seven years of bad luck, don’t 

you?
 B: That’s what they say, but I don’t really believe in that superstition.  [pause 

to think] hmm, but I did cut my finger picking up the glass! I guess that 
was bad luck.
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Conversation 3
 M: how are you doing Jane?
 Jane: I’m in the middle of my medical exams. I’m studying fourteen hours a 

day.
 M: Fourteen hours a day! Be careful. If you study that much, you might get 

sick.
 J: oh, I’m not worried about that. I never get sick. [pause to think] Knock 

on wood!
 M: how are the exams going?
 J: I’ve passed all of my exams so far. That’s because I’ve worn my lucky 

socks to every exam!
 M: ohh, is that what that strange smell is?
 J: heyyyy!
 M: Just joking!

Conversation 4
 Will: hi, Brooke. Sorry, I’m late.
 Brooke: hi, Will. how come your pants are soaking wet? What happened?
 W: It’s a long story. I was walking to the bus stop this morning. I wasn’t 

really watching where I was going … you know, I was texting someone 
… and I walked under a ladder.

 B: So? That’s no big deal.
 W: Mmmm, but I missed my bus and I had to walk here. That’s why I’m 

late.
 B: Yeah? But what happened to your pants?
 W: Just before I got here a huge truck drove by and splashed water all over 

me.
 B: oh, I see. I bet you’ll be more careful about walking under ladders from 

now on!

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 Superstitions are so (old) that we cannot be sure of their true origin. here are some 
(likely) explanations. Knocking on wood is said to have originated in the Middle Ages, 
when people (believed) that trees were the home of gods and spirits. After wishing for 
good fortune, people knocked on the nearest tree so that the evil spirits could not (hear) 
what was said—otherwise they might do something to (prevent) it from happening! The 
superstition about breaking a mirror (dates) back to the Romans. They believed that 
the reflection in the mirror represented your soul, and that breaking the mirror would 
(harm) you terribly. As for ladders, this superstition seems to date back to the ancient 
egyptians who used the (triangle) as a religious symbol. As a triangle is formed when a 
ladder is leaned against a wall, it became unlucky to walk under a ladder as this meant 
walking (through) a religious symbol.
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5. At the Movies
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 India 503 China 166
 uSA 415 France 107
 Japan 239 Italy 93
 hong Kong 201 South Korea 61

 A: hello again. Welcome to Culture Close-up. We’re looking at movies 
today.

 Kim: That’s right. Can you guess which country produces the most movies 
per year? Well, surprisingly it’s India—each year India produces an 
amazing 503 movies.

 A: I am surprised—I thought hollywood produced the most!
 Kim: Well, the uSA does produce a lot—in fact 415 movies a year.
 A: So, India first and the uSA second?
 Kim: Right, and in third place is Japan—which releases 239 full-length 

movies.
 A: And what about all the movies for the Chinese audiences around the 

world?
 Kim: Well, hong Kong produces 201 movies a year, and that’s more than its 

giant neighbor, China, which puts out 166 movies a year.
 A: And what about europe?
 Kim: In europe, we have a 107 movies from France and 93 movies from 

Italy.
 A: Any other surprises?
 Kim: Well, you may be interested to hear that South Korea manages an annual 

total of 61 movies.
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Second Challenge
Four people say where they watch movies. Listen and complete the table.

person
type of 

theater they 
like

reason

Chris
shopping 
mall theater 
complex

There are lots of screens, that way he has lots of 
movies to choose from. he can just go to the theater 
and he knows he will be able to see a fun movie.

Brenda second-run 
theater

The movies may be a little old, but they are very 
interesting. And they are very cheap.

Lazlo museum 
theater

he likes to go to the museum theater—it’s free! 
It usually shows classic black and white movies 
or art movies—ones that he could not see in the 
regular theaters.

Albert home theater Big screen, surround sound. he can watch what he 
wants when he wants.

 Host: Today’s topic on Culture Watch is movie-going habits. We asked movie 
lovers what kind of theater they go to. First is our interview with Chris. 
Chris, what kind of theater do you like to go to?

 Chris: I prefer the shopping mall theater complex.
 Host: A shopping mall theater complex—uh-huh. Wouldn’t you prefer a larger 

theater?—With bigger screens?
 Chris: Yes, but don’t forget that in a shopping mall there are lots of screens—that 

way I have lots of movies to choose from—I can just go to the theater 
and I know I will be able to see a fun movie.

 Host: And now let’s ask Brenda. Brenda, how often do you go to movies?
 Brenda: I love movies—so I go at least once or twice a week.
 Host: hmm, isn’t that expensive? I mean that’s about $8.00 each time!
 Brenda: That’s true if you go to a new theater! But I usually go to the second-run 

theater.
 Host: A second-run theater? how much is that?
 Brenda: That’s only $3 for a movie. The movies may be a little old, but they are 

very interesting. And they’re very cheap.
 Host: And here’s Lazlo. how often do you go to movies?
 Lazlo: Well, well, about once a month. I like to go to the museum theater—it’s 

free! It usually shows classic black and white movies or art movies—
ones that I could not see in the regular theaters.

 Host: oK, next let’s listen to our interview with Albert. So, Albert, do you get 
out to the theater very often?
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 Albert: no, I almost never get out to see a movie. When I was young I loved to 
go to the drive-in theater, but they are hard to find now. Then, I really 
enjoyed the big movie theater, but they’re gone, too! Replaced by those 
tiny shopping mall theaters. ugh!

 Host: But you’re a movie lover, so what do you do?
 Albert: I have a home theater! It’s great. Big screen, surround sound—I can 

watch what I want when I want.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 The popularity of TV, rental (videos) and computer games mean that fewer people 
go to the movies than they used to. In Japan, for example, people now go to the movies 
only (once) a year on average. Compare this to (1958) when each person went to the 
movies an average of (eight) times!
 But there may always be exceptions, for example, Star Wars, Back to the Future or 
(Titanic). each of these movies was so (entertaining) that people returned to the theater 
to see them again and again.
 And in India, movies are an extremely popular form of entertainment. The movie 
production industry is centered in Bombay, and is known as Bollywood. This name is 
a combination of Bombay and (hollywood). Many of these movies are (dubbed) into 
(51) different Indian (languages) and shown all over India.

6. College Life
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 own Accommodation 4%
 Dormitory 26%
 Rented 31%
 Parents’ house 39%

 A: hello, and welcome to Culture Close-up—today’s topic is where students 
live. We talked to many students on campus and asked them where they 
lived.  What did you find out, Kim?

 Kim: Well, we found that just over a quarter of students live on campus in 
dormitories. That’s 26%.

 A: And which students live in dormitories?
 Kim: These tend to be first-year students who have just arrived at university. 

Most students enjoy their dormitory life and get to meet a lot of new 
friends.  Dormitories usually have student rooms and a cafeteria.
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 A: And what about those students who live at home?
 Kim: Right, a lot of students live with their parents. We found that about one-

third of students—that’s 39%—live with their parents.
 A: That often means a long commute from their parents’ house to 

college?
 Kim: Right. next, 31% of students live in rented accommodation. These are 

usually second-, third- and fourth-year students who have found a house 
to share with their friends in the city. Typical rent would be 800 dollars 
for the house—so about 200 dollars a month each.

 A: What about this last group? “own accommodation?”
 Kim: Yes, these are students who live off campus in an apartment or house 

that they have bought. only 4% of students do this.
 A: only 4%?
 Kim: Yes, these are usually mature students who are going back to university 

after they have worked in a job for several years.

Second Challenge
Jasper is in his first week at college. He asks Bob and Dan about fraternities. Listen 
and check ( 4 ) the reasons for joining or not joining a fraternity.

 if you join a fraternity you can: 1. 4    2. 7    3. 4    4. 7    5. 4
 if you don’t join a fraternity you can: 6. 4    7. 7    8. 4    9. 4    10. 4
 
 Jasper: Bob, can I ask you what were some of the good points of being in a 

fraternity?
 Bob: It’s like a big family—you see, we all lived in a big fraternity house 

together—about 40 of us!
 Jasper: So there were always people to talk to—people to give you advice?
 Bob: Yeah, that’s right, and studying is easier—there is a special time to 

study—so everyone studies at the same time.
 Jasper: Sounds like a fraternity is a kind of team.
 Bob: Yes, you belong to a family. I really enjoyed my fraternity.

 Jasper: Dan, were you in a fraternity?
 Dan: no, I wasn’t.
 Jasper: Why not? Any special reason?
 Dan: If you join a fraternity, you usually make friends with people from the 

same background. But I wanted to make friends from many different 
backgrounds. If I had been in a frat, I would not have had that chance.

 Jasper: But a fraternity helps you study, too! everybody studies together.
 Dan: Yes, but I want to study when I want. I’m a serious student and I study 

well. I think a fraternity is good for someone who has poor study 
habits.
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 Jasper: Anything else you can tell me about fraternities?
 Dan: Well, if you live in a fraternity you are expected to live at the same 

house, with the same guys, for four years. If you don’t join a fraternity 
you can live where you want, and you can live with any roommate you 
want. one year I was in an apartment with my best friend from high 
school; the next year we shared a house with a lot of guys.

Susan is in her first week at college. She asks Marsha and Kate about sororities. 
Listen and check ( 4 ) the reasons for joining or not joining a sorority.

 if you join a sorority you can: 1. 7    2. 7    3. 4    4. 4     5. 7
 if you join a sorority you must: 6. 4    7. 4    8. 4    9. 4    10. 7

 Susan: Aunt Kate, can you tell me about your sorority?
 Kate: eta Theta Pi? Sure, what can I tell you?
 Susan: Well, what are some of the advantages of joining a sorority?
 Kate: For one thing, it helped me keep my grades up.
 Susan: oh, they made you study?
 Kate: Well, we had “study period” but nobody studied really hard—we all 

gossiped!
 Susan: So, uh, how did you keep your grades up?
 Kate: We had lots of old term papers that we could study.
 Susan: That does sound helpful.
 Kate: But the best thing is that you make close friends—everyone in the 

sorority is your sister. I’m still in touch with many of my “sisters” from 
eta Theta Pi.

 Susan: Marsha, were you in a sorority?
 Marsha: Yes, I was. It was wonderful!
 Susan: Were there some things that are not so great?
 Marsha: Well, there are some bad points. First of all, you have to say good-bye 

to your high school friends.
 Susan: uh, you say good-bye to your old friends? Why?
 Marsha: Yes, well, I had no free time—I had to spend all my time with my sorority 

sisters: I had to go to all the social events, even if I didn’t want to go.
 Susan: Well, that’s oK—I LoVe to party!
 Marsha: oh, and when we go to a party, the sorority tells you what to wear.
 Susan: Really?
 Marsha: Well, not exactly, but you are expected to wear nice clothes.
 Susan: oh, so I have to buy expensive clothes?
 Marsha: Yeah. And there is a lot of pressure. Your sisters watch you all the 

time—so you can imagine that everyone enjoys gossiping.
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Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 To join a (fraternity) or sorority—known as a “house”—you have to go through the 
pledging process. First, during “Rush Week” there will be (parties) and other (social) 
events where you meet people from the different houses. The (members) of each house 
will get to know you, and you can decide which houses you might like to join.
 Then, the members of each house vote on who will join them. After the vote, they 
extend an invitation, or a (bid), to selected students. If you accept the bid, you promise, 
or (pledge), that you will be loyal to the house and will be a good (member).
 If you think this sounds similar to a job (hunting) process, you are correct. It is very 
serious. The people in the houses and the interested students take it very (seriously), 
and just as not everyone gets the job they want, not everyone is (invited) to join.

7. Happy Thanksgiving
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 uSA 11
 New Zealand 11
 Ireland 10
 UK 9
 Germany 13
 Japan 14

 A: hello, and welcome to Culture Close-up. We looked at six countries—the 
uSA, new Zealand, Ireland, the uK, Germany and Japan—to find out 
which country has the most national holidays every year. Kim?

 Kim: Well, if you think the uSA has the most national holidays you guessed 
wrong. In fact, those hard-working folks in Japan have the most—14 
holidays per year including the emperor’s birthday on December 23rd 
every year.

 A: Is that right? 14 national holidays a year.
 Kim: uh-huh, now, Germany is in second place with 13 holidays a year 

including the Day of the German unity on october 3rd.
 A: And how about the uSA?
 Kim: Both the uSA and new Zealand have 11 national holidays a year. The 

folks in new Zealand celebrate the Queen’s birthday and they have a 
special new Zealand Day on February 6th.

 A: So, that’s 11 days each. And tell us about Ireland, Kim.
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 Kim: Ireland has 10 national holidays, including the famous St. Patrick’s Day 
on March 17th—that’s the day when many people dress in green.

 A: And in the united Kingdom?
 Kim: The folks in Britain get a mere nine national holidays a year—and that 

includes Christmas and Boxing Day—uh, Boxing Day is the day after 
Christmas.

Second Challenge
Listen and complete the table. Choose one of these national holidays: i) Christmas, 
ii) Thanksgiving, iii) New Year’s, iv) Independence Day, v) Labor Day, vi) Easter.

conversation the holiday planned activities

1 New Year’s A

2 Independence Day B, C, L
3 Thanksgiving D, E
4 Labor Day I, K

Conversation 1
 George: So, what are we doing for new Year’s eve, Michelle?
 Michelle: Well, Martha is having a party.
 G: Great. Let’s go to Martha’s first and then go to Barbara’s.
 M: Barbara? Why Barbara?
 G: Barbara has a party every new Year’s. It’s quite a tradition with her 

now!
 M: oK, but don’t forget that we have to drop by Pete’s for a couple of hours 

as well.
 G: Pete? Do we have to go? 
 M: I said we would go. We only need to stay at that party for an hour or 

so.
 G: oK, Martha’s first, then Pete’s and then Barbara’s.

Conversation 2
 Anne-Marie: hi, Billy! Long time; no see!
 Billy: hey, Anne-Marie. how are you? haven’t seen you since new 

Year’s!
 A: new Year’s? That’s right. Say, what are you doing on Independence 

Day? Anything special?
 B: I’m not sure yet. Are you going to the fireworks show?
 A: Yeah, we’re getting a group together. We’ll have a picnic in the park 

during the day and then watch the fireworks and listen to the classical 
music concert. Do you want to join us?

 B: Sounds great! Thanks, I think I will. er, do I need a ticket?
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 A: no, it’s an open-air concert—it’s free. Just sit back and enjoy.

Conversation 3
 Carol: Dan?
 Dan: Yes, hon?
 C: I have something to ask you. um, would you like to come to my house 

for Thanksgiving?
 D: Do you mean . . . ?
 C: Yes, honey. I think it is time for you to meet my parents.
 D: Wow, does this mean, like, we’re getting serious?
 C: Yeah, kinda. And you’ll get the chance to meet the entire family. I really 

hope you can come.
 D: Sure, I’ll come—I’ll be happy to meet your family.
 C: oh, good! I’m really looking forward to introducing you. They have 

heard so much about you, and they have been dying to meet you. I’ll 
call Mom right away. Is there anything that you especially like for 
Thanksgiving?

 D: oh, I love turkey and dressing, and, yeah, I love pumpkin pie. Don’t 
worry about me.

 C: no problem—Mom is a great cook and . . . (fade)

Conversation 4
 E: So, anything going on for Labor Day?
 F: Yeah, a big festival down at the park. Do you wanta go?
 E: oh, yeah! That’s always fun!
 F: Sure, I like the pie-eating contest.
 E: oh, (sounding a little doubtful) yeah, the pie-eating contest.
 F: So, do you want to come?
 E: (making mind up—being positive) oK, why not? It is the last event of 

summer, and I can just relax and not think about school for a while.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 not long ago, a new national holiday was (created) in the uSA—“Martin Luther 
King Jr. Day.” Surprisingly, many people (opposed) this extra day (off) work. on a 
national holiday the government offices are (closed) and people feel that they are not 
getting their tax money’s worth. And although a holiday means more (shoppers), it also 
means that businesses have to pay their workers a (holiday) premium.
 As a result, “Martin Luther King Jr. Day” has not been adopted (officially) as a holiday 
by (several) states. Because of this controversy, it is likely that additional national 
holidays will be (celebrated) together with an existing holiday, as with “President’s 
Day,” which celebrates the (birthdays) of both Washington and Lincoln.
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8. Volunteering Your Time
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 uSA 50%
 India 32%
 Brazil 26%

 A: hello, and welcome to Culture Close-up. Today we are looking at adults 
who volunteer.

 Kim: Yes, there are many volunteers—people who like to help others if they 
can. Volunteering is a popular activity all over the world. You’ll be 
pleased to hear that 50% of American adults have volunteered at some 
time.

 A: Can you give us some typical examples?
 Kim: Well, one example of this is adults who coach Little League baseball 

teams.
 A: So these people give up their time to help young boys and young girls 

learn how to play baseball.
 Kim: That’s right.
 A: And how about in India?
 Kim: In India, we found that 32% of adults have been engaged in volunteer 

work at some time.
 A: For example?—working on an environmental project?
 Kim: uh-huh, or helping to run a boy scout’s group—that kind of thing.
 A: And in Brazil?
 Kim: In Brazil, we found that over a quarter of the adult population have been 

involved in volunteer work—that’s 26% of the adults.
 A: What might these 26% have done?
 Kim: Perhaps they volunteered to help children read or perhaps they 

volunteered to give blood at the hospital.
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Second Challenge
Listen to five volunteers. Complete the table.

person
volunteer activity 
(choose from below)

where the person 
works

how often the person 
does the activity

Stephanie A Girl’s Club once a week

Jennifer D neighborhood twice a month

Karl E just 5 minutes 
from his house two evenings a week

Bobbie C

at a charity 
shop next to 
the Children’s 
hospital

once a month 

Miguel F at his old high 
school 45 minutes a day

 My name is Stephanie—I’m 27 years old. I volunteer as a Big Sister. I mean I go 
to the Girl’s Club and meet my Little Sister. My Little Sister is 14 and she is from a 
troubled home. We meet once a week and she can talk with me about anything. We just 
talk about things: you know, guys, school, all kinds of stuff. I am really glad to have 
my Little Sister—and I think she is glad to have me!

 hi, my name is Jennifer—I’m 26. I volunteer for Meals on Wheels. We deliver food 
to people’s houses. We take food to people who cannot easily go shopping, or who are 
too old to cook for themselves. We collect the meals from the Meals on Wheels center 
and then we use our own cars to deliver the food. I deliver meals in my neighborhood 
twice a month. It’s really nice to make a difference in someone’s life.

 hello, I’m Karl—I’m 45. I help out at a soup kitchen. The soup kitchen is run by a 
friend of mine. Luckily, it’s just five minutes from my home. Running the soup kitchen 
is my friend’s job, but I just volunteer there two evenings a week. We give food to 
homeless people who live on the streets. I know what we are doing is helpful.

 hi, Bobbie’s the name. I’m 62. I help out at a charity shop. The shop is next to the 
Children’s hospital. When people visit the hospital, they often give toys, clothes and 
books to patients. When the patients leave the hospital, they sometimes pass these things 
to us. We clean them up and sell them. All of our profits go to charity. Myself, I work 
at the shop once a month. Most of my friends help out there too, by the way.

 hello, I’m Miguel. I’m 29. I’m a tutor at my old high school. It’s easy for me to drop 
by the high school every day. I tutor young kids—eleven years old—boys and girls. I 
help them with math, science and english. Mostly math, but they have questions about 
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everything. I work about 45 minutes a day—I try to help kids who are having trouble 
at school and who are falling behind with their studies. When I was in high school I 
had a great tutor, which is how I got the grades to get into college. And that’s why I 
want to help young kids by tutoring.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 There are many (organizations) in the uSA where people can work as (volunteers). 
Many people find a worthy cause that they are happy to give their (time) and (energy) 
to. examples of this are people who (coach) Little League baseball teams and Lions 
Club members who pick up (litter) on public highways.
 There is another kind of “volunteer” work. Some people who have gotten into 
(trouble) have a chance to do “community service.” Instead of going to (prison) or paying 
a fine, the judge gives the offender a choice, for example: 40 hours of community service 
or a $400 fine or one week in prison. Most people take the community service. one 
famous community service worker was Keith Richards, the Rolling Stones’ guitarist, 
who agreed to play a (free) concert after he was (arrested) for using drugs.

9. Living at Home
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 Men aged 25-29 20%
 Women aged 25-29 8%
 Men aged 30-34 11%
 Women aged 30-34 4%

 A: hello, and welcome to Culture Close-up. Today we are looking at 
American children who are still living at home. Many of us leave home 
to go to university and never return. But some of us are happy to continue 
to live at home with our parents. Kim, what did you find?

 Kim: We talked to various people and found that one-fifth of men between 
the ages of 25 and 29 are still living with their parents—that’s 20%. 
however, on the other hand, that number is very different for women 
of the same age. Less than one-tenth of women aged between 25 and 
29 are still living at home. only 8%.

 A: So, that’s 20% for men and less than half of that for women?
 Kim: That’s right.
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 A: And what about as the children get older? Do these numbers change?
 Kim: Yes, this number changes as we get older. In fact, these numbers fall by 

half. For men between the ages of 30 and 34—well, for this group only 
11% are still living with their parents. But again we see a much smaller 
percentage of women between the ages of 30 and 34—in fact, only 4% 
of these women are still living in their parent’s home.

 A: So, that’s 11% for men and only 4% for women? Well, there you have 
it—that’s all for today.

Second Challenge
Four people talk about living at home. Listen and complete the table.

person age job
reason they live at 

home 
(Choose from below)

how they help

Greg 29 doctor G he does a lot of work in the 
garden.

Bobby 36 grad 
student D he pays $200 a month for 

rent.

Jan 27 sales 
clerk h

She does some housework 
once a week, for example, 
she does the laundry.

Cindy 33 lawyer C
She helps with the cooking 
at the weekend and she does 
the shopping when she can.

 hi. I’m Greg. I’m 29 years old, and I’m a doctor. Why did I move back home? Well, 
I’m making tons of money, but the basic fact is that my mom is lonely after losing 
my dad. She paid for my medical school, and so I feel I should spend some time with 
her. how do I help around the house? I do a lot of work in the garden—that might not 
sound like much, but it’s a BIG garden.

 hi. I’m Bobby. I’m 36 years old. I’m a graduate student and I’m studying for my 
Ph.D. I will be done very soon, I hope! The reason I still live at home is pretty simple—I 
can’t afford to move out. I’m still paying back student loans from my undergraduate 
days! I spend most of my time at school or at the library and I can’t do much housework. 
Still, I try to help—for example, I pay $200 a month for rent.

 hi, my name is Jan. I’m 27 years old. I’m a sales clerk. uh, why did I move back 
home? The major reason is that I just got divorced, and, well, I feel better living with my 
parents than I would if I was on my own now. Anyway, I help around the house—like, 
for example, I do some housework once a week. I do the laundry, things like that. I 
like to help. After all, my parents are helping me out a lot.
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 hi, I’m Cindy. I’m 33 years old, and I’m a lawyer. I don’t want to move out. It’s more 
convenient to live at home. I spend up to 14 hours at the office, so why should I pay for 
an apartment that I never enjoy? And it’s convenient because my mom cooks for me. 
of course, I help with the cooking on the weekend, and do the shopping when I can.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 The empty (nest) is a common part of American culture. After the children leave home, 
their parents’ (lifestyles) change a lot. Some parents find the empty nest a (depressing) 
situation, others find it a good opportunity.
 how do their lifestyles change? Some couples get (divorced), saying they were 
waiting until the children became (adults) before getting the divorce. others begin 
to travel or do other things that were impossible during the child-rearing years. A 
joke is often seen on the bumper sticker of cars: “I’m busy spending my children’s 
(inheritance).”
 The newly found freedom that some parents enjoy explains why they are not always 
so willing to let a child move back home. When children first leave home for (college), 
many parents say, “I wish you could (stay) at home a little longer. The house will feel 
so (empty).” But when the son or daughter does come back to the nest, the parents 
often ask, “Aren’t you going to find your own (place) soon?”

10. Sunday Morning Breakfast
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 2-5: 95%
 6-11: 87%
 12-19: 70%
 20-29: 67%
 30-39: 78%
 40-49: 81%
 50-59: 85%
 60-69: 91%
 70+: 92%

 Host: hello, and welcome to Culture Close-up. Today’s topic is my favorite 
meal, breakfast. What can you tell us about breakfast in the uS, Kim?

 Kim: Well, there are some interesting trends regarding breakfast. our survey 
shows that young and old people are more likely to eat breakfast while 
teenagers and middle-aged people are less likely to have breakfast.
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 Host:  how about young children from 2 to 5 years old?
 Kim: 95% of this age group eat breakfast. Similarly 87% of children from 6 

years old to 11 years old eat breakfast.
 Host: So most young children eat breakfast.
 Kim: That’s right. Another age group that tends to eat breakfast is those 

who are 70 years of age or older. 92% of people in this age group eat 
breakfast.

 Host: I see. 92% of people over 70 eat breakfast.
 Kim: Right. now, it’s a different story for teenagers. only 70% of teenagers 

who are 12 to 19 years old eat breakfast.
 Host: 70%! That is quite a bit lower. Maybe they are too busy to eat 

breakfast?
 Kim: Too busy sleeping! [laughs along with Host] Similarly, 67% of 20- to 

29-year-olds eat breakfast in the morning.
 Host: So, only 67% of people between 20 and 29 years old say that they 

eat breakfast in the morning? That’s only two out of three. I’m very 
surprised.

 Kim: It is surprising! however, these numbers jump for older age groups. 78% 
for people aged from 30 to 39, 81% for people aged 40 to 49, 85% of 
50 to 59-year-olds and 91% of 60 to 69-year-olds.

 Host: 78% for 30-year-olds, 81% for 40-year-olds, 85% for 50-year-olds 
and 91% for 60-year-olds.Well, it seems that most of us have time for 
breakfast except when we are in our teens and twenties. Thank you, 
Kim.

 Kim: You’re welcome.

Second Challenge
Four people talk about breakfast. Listen and complete the table.

name type of breakfast good points bad points

Haley cereal bar
convenient;
no need for milk 
or a bowl 

a bit too sweet

Andrew cereal with yogurt and 
fruit

feels full until 
lunch

cereal boxes take up 
a lot of space in the 
kitchen

Susan coffee and a doughnut very cheap, very 
convenient 

is hungry again by 
11:00 a.m.;  not 
healthy 

Connor
French toast with maple 
syrup; homemade 
orange juice

we all sit down 
together for a 
family breakfast 

only on weekends; 
he doesn’t get to read 
the newspapers
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Conversation 1
 Sam: haley, are you eating a candy bar at 9:30 in the morning?
 Haley: no, it’s a cereal bar. I didn’t have time to eat breakfast today.
 Sam: Is it good?
 Haley: It’s oK. A bit too sweet.
 Sam: It’s very convenient!
 Haley: It is very convenient! no need for milk. no need for a bowl. Would you 

like one?
 Sam: no, I’m oK. I’ve already had a large bowl of cereal this morning.

Conversation 2
 Emma: Andrew, it looks like a supermarket here! Do you really need so many 

different kinds of cereal?
 Andrew: of course I do! I eat a different one every day. And sometimes I mix 

them.
 Emma: But these boxes take up so much room in the kitchen!!
 Andrew: Yes, … well, I like having a large selection of cereals. Would you like 

to join me?
 Emma: oK, but I don’t usually feel full after eating cereal.
 Andrew: Well, try adding some yogurt and fruit. If you eat cereal that way, you’ll 

feel full until lunch.
 Emma: All right, sounds good to me!

Conversation 3
 Susan: Lucas, I’m starving! Do you want anything from the vending 

machine?
 Lucas: Thanks, but I’m oK. And we’ll have our lunch break soon.
 Susan: Yeah. I guess I need to start eating a better breakfast. I’m always hungry 

by 11:00.
 Lucas: What do you usually eat in the morning?
 Susan: I don’t have time to cook breakfast. I just grab some coffee and a 

doughnut at the cart outside of the office.
 Lucas: That’s not exactly healthy!
 Susan: I know. But it’s so cheap and sooooo tasty. It’s hard for me to resist!

Conversation 4
 Beth: Are you a breakfast person, Connor?
 Connor: Yes and no. I never have time for breakfast during the week. But I love 

to make a large breakfast for the kids on the weekends.
 Beth: Really? Like what?
 Connor: French toast. Mountains of French toast with maple syrup. And lots of 

homemade orange juice.
 Beth: That does sound good!
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 Connor: Yeah, my kids love it. The best part is that we all sit down together and 
have a family breakfast.

 Beth: And the bad part?
 Connor: I don’t have time to read the weekend papers.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 People in the uS usually eat different foods in the (morning) than they eat in the 
evening. A traditional cooked breakfast consists of eggs, (bacon), and toast, or maybe 
pancakes or waffles. A typical (cold) breakfast would be cereal, milk and fruit. As people 
become more (health) conscious, high-fat foods such as eggs, bacon or sausage are 
only eaten as a (treat), for example on the weekend or for a special occasion. Yogurt 
and healthy traditional foods, such as oatmeal, are becoming (popular) as they have 
less sugar than most cereals.
 however, research has shown that Americans are increasingly (skipping) breakfast. 
According to medical (experts), breakfast is the most important meal of the day, and 
should be eaten (regularly). Some public schools provide breakfast in elementary school 
classrooms. A good breakfast is the (best) way to start the day!

11. Armchair Quarterback
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 Jai Alai 6.41
 nhL hockey 13.71
 nBA Basketball 14.05
 nFL Football 17.02
 Greyhound Racing 26.47
 Men’s College Basketball 32.5
 College Football 35.8
 Major League Baseball 53.8
 horse Racing 69.9

 A: hello, and welcome to another Culture Close-up. Today’s hot topic is 
spectator sports in the uS. We asked Americans what sports they like 
to watch live.  And let’s take a look at the results. Kim, what is the most 
popular spectator sport in the uSA?

 Kim: Well, you might be a little surprised to hear that the most popular spectator 
sport is horse racing—69.9 million people attended horse races last 
year.
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 A: Really, and what was the second most popular spectator sport?
 Kim: Major league baseball. We found that 53.8 million people went to watch 

a ball game.
 A: 53.8 million. And what’s next?
 Kim: We have two college sports next. College football was third with 35.8 

million spectators. And we have men’s college basketball with 32.5 
million spectators.

 A: College football and college basketball. uh-huh, and what was fifth?
 Kim: We have another sport that many people forget about—greyhound 

racing.
 A: Greyhound racing? Really—we don’t see that on TV very much.
 Kim: But we still found that 26.47 million attended this sport. next we have 

the professional sports of nFL football, nBA basketball and nhL 
hockey.

 A: Right, and what are the figures for those?
 Kim: Last year, 17.02 million took in a football game and 14.05 million caught 

a basketball game, and 13.71 million went to an nhL hockey match.
 A: Is that right?
 Kim: And here’s one you’ll enjoy—the popular sport of Jai Alai actually has 

6.41 million spectators a year.

Second Challenge
We interviewed six sports fans in a downtown sports bar. Listen and complete the 
table.

person
favorite 

team
cost of 
ticket

interesting point

Sammy Chicago 
White Sox $26-$50

The atmosphere in the park is a lot of 
fun. he likes the tradition of singing a 
song during the seventh inning stretch.

Steffi $5+$5 for 
each bet

She usually wins some money. It helps 
pay for college.

Michael new York 
Knicks $25 You can see the greatest basketball 

players in the world.

Nancy Georgetown 
hoyas $7

The players are more enthusiastic than the 
pro players. For college players it’s still a 
game—it’s not as businesslike as the pro 
leagues.

Troy uSC 
Trojans $10 he can see his old friends and talk about 

college times.
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Olga
Columbus 
Blue 
Jackets

$1,200 
for a 
season 
ticket

The team is one of the newest in the 
league but it has a very enthusiastic fan 
base. Hockey is becoming more popular 
all the time.

 Narrator: We’re speaking to some sports fans here at the Mesquite Bar and Grill, 
a sports bar in Phoenix. First up is Sammy.

 Sammy: hello!
 Narrator: Sammy, what sport do you like to watch?
 Sammy: Baseball—love baseball.
 Narrator: And what’s your favorite baseball team?
 Sammy: I love the Chicago White Sox.
 Narrator: So you live in Chicago?
 Sammy: Yes, that’s right—I like to support the local team.
 Narrator: Do you catch many Sox games in Chicago?
 Sammy: Sure I do! I go at least once a week.
 Narrator: how much is a ticket?
 Sammy: I pay $26—but some of my friends pay up to $50 for good seats.
 Narrator: So, what do you like about baseball?
 Sammy: The atmosphere in the park is a lot of fun. Baseball is America’s original 

sport, so there are a lot of traditions—such as the 7th inning stretch when 
everyone stands up and sings “Take me out to the ball game.”

 Narrator: next up is Steffi. Steffi, which sport do you like to watch?
 Steffi: I like horse racing, as a matter of fact.
 Narrator: horse racing? Isn’t that kind of expensive?
 Steffi: Well, it depends. I pay $5 to get into the park, and I usually bet about 

$5 on each race.
 Narrator: Do you ever make money?
 Steffi: Yeah, I usually win some money. It helps pay for college.
 Narrator: Are there a lot of women in the park?
 Steffi: Well, these days there are more women going, yes. Sometimes they 

have Family Day or Kid’s Day at the track.

 Narrator: now, Michael, you’re a pro basketball fan, right?
 Michael: That’s right, I’m a big Knicks fan.
 Narrator: The new York Knicks! Do you ever go to see a game in person?
 Michael: Sure, I have some friends in new York, and when I visit we usually catch 

a game. It’s about $25 per ticket, but it is hard to get tickets. Seems like 
everyone wants to get them.

 Narrator: And how long is the basketball season, Michael?
 Michael: It’s about 80 games or so. Pretty long, but the playoffs are the most 

exciting time. It’s like a separate season.
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 Narrator: What do you especially like about basketball?
 Michael: We can see the greatest basketball players in the world, up close and 

personal. They are incredible!

 Narrator: nancy, you’re a college basketball fan, isn’t that right?
 Nancy: That’s correct. To be precise, I’m a Georgetown hoyas fan.
 Narrator: Did you go to school there in Washington DC?
 Nancy: That’s right.
 Narrator: So I guess you like college basketball better than pro ball?
 Nancy: Correct. I prefer college basketball over professional ball.
 Narrator: how’s that?
 Nancy: For one thing it’s cheaper. only $7 for a ticket.
 Narrator: uh-huh—that’s cheap!
 Nancy: And college basketball is more exciting than pro ball because the players 

are more enthusiastic than the pro players. For college players it’s still 
a game—it’s not as businesslike as the pro leagues.

 Narrator: Troy, you say you’re a football fan?
 Troy: That’s right, uSC Trojans all the way!
 Narrator: uSC—university of Southern California. But don’t you like the 

nFL?
 Troy: Professional football is oK, I guess, but college ball is much better.
 Narrator: Why is that?
 Troy: Well, for one thing, I’m a graduate of uSC, so I can get special discount 

tickets. I only pay $10 to see the game.
 Narrator: $10! That’s much cheaper than a pro game.
 Troy: That’s right, pro football is usually $30 at least.
 Narrator: And what’s good about college ball?
 Troy: I can see lots of my old friends, and talk about college times. We walk 

around campus, go to our old dorms, that kind of thing.

 Narrator: now, olga, how about you? What sports do you like to watch?
 Olga: Believe it or not I’m a hockey fan.
 Narrator: A hockey fan?
 Olga: Yeah, I’m a Columbus Blue Jackets fan.
 Narrator: You are?
 Olga: Yes. Maybe you think all hockey fans are tough guys that work in a 

factory all day and drink beer all night?
 Narrator: Well, that is the image we usually have of hockey fans.
 Olga: (Laughs) Anyway, I am a BIG hockey fan. I go to every game. I have 

season tickets.
 Narrator: uh, how much were your season tickets?
 Olga: oh, a bit expensive—$1,200.
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 Narrator: umm, that’s quite expensive! Is hockey popular in ohio?
 Olga: Well, my team is one of the newest in the league, but the Blue Jackets 

have very enthusiastic fans. It seems that hockey is getting more popular 
all the time.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 These days “extreme Sports,” such as, (sky) diving, mountain (climbing) and bungee 
(jumping) are regularly shown on TV.
 The (traditional) sports, such as (baseball) or football, are still popular, but if you 
live far from the city where your favorite team is based, you might not be able to 
watch its games on your (local) TV station. But all is not lost as you can subscribe to 
(cable) TV. For example, the Chicago Cubs have fans all across the nation because, for 
a long time, over a (hundred) Cubs games a year were included in standard cable TV 
packages. The Cubs thus attracted fans from coast to (coast) even though they were 
not a successful team.

12. The Good Book
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 Religious guidance 81%
 Feel closer to God 73%
 Guideline for daily life 71%
 Interesting 66%
 obligated 39%

 A: hello, and welcome to Culture Close-up. Today we are looking at why 
people read the Bible. We asked people a simple question: why do you 
read the Bible? Kim, what did you find?

 Kim: Well, each person gave many reasons, but more than three-quarters of 
people who read the Bible say they read it for religious guidance. That’s 
81% who say they want to better understand their religion.

 A: And what was the second most common reason?
 Kim: About three-quarters said they read the Bible to feel closer to God. 73% 

of people said reading the Bible makes them feel closer to God.
 A: And how many people say they read the Bible as a guideline for daily 

life?
 Kim: Well, 71% said the Bible taught them how to treat other people and how 

to live as a good person.
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 A: But does anyone read the Bible because it is interesting?
 Kim: uh-huh! 66% of people said they read the Bible because they found the 

stories and readings interesting.
 A: And people who feel that they should read the Bible?
 Kim: 39% of people said that they read the Bible because they felt it was 

something they had to do.

Second Challenge
Four people talk about the religious service they attend. Listen and complete the 
table.

person
How often is 
there a religious 
service?

How often do 
they attend?

additional information

June 
(Methodist)

twice a week 
Wed. p.m. & 
Sun. a.m.

almost always

her church acts as the center 
of her community. She 
really enjoys helping with the 
youth group activities.

Ward 
(Jewish) every day once a week

It gives him a feeling of 
his culture, of his family’s 
heritage. It tells him how to 
live his life.

Eddie 
(Catholic)

once a week 
Sun. a.m. every Sunday

he strongly believes in God 
and he thinks we were put 
on this earth by a superior 
being. he prays every day, 
before every meal, before 
going to bed. he reads the 
Bible every morning.

Samantha 
(White 
Witch)

once a month at 
full moon

She worships the natural 
world. She has a keen sense 
of natural energies—of the 
force of plants and animals.

 Narrator: June, how often does your church have a service?
 June: We have services twice a week—Wednesday night and Sunday 

morning.
 Narrator: And how often do you go?
 June: I almost always go.
 Narrator: Twice a week?
 June: That’s right. My church acts as the center of my community.
 Narrator: What do you especially like about your church?
 June: I really enjoy helping with the youth group activities. I help them out, 
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as a volunteer, and we have lots of fun.
 Narrator: Thank you, June.

 Narrator: Ward, how about you? how often does your synagogue have religious 
services?

 Ward: They have their service every day.
 Narrator: Do you go every day?
 Ward: every day to my synagogue? no, I just go once a week on Saturday 

morning.
 Narrator: I see. Why is it important to you?
 Ward: Well, it gives me a feeling of my culture, of my family’s heritage. It tells 

me how to live my life. I am not as traditional as some of my friends, 
but I do appreciate my religion.

 Narrator: eddie, how about you? how often do you attend a religious service?
 Eddie: My church has Mass every Sunday morning.
 Narrator: I see. And how often do you go?
 Eddie: every Sunday, to tell the truth. I have a strong faith.
 Narrator: You have a strong faith?
 Eddie: I strongly believe in God and I think we were put on this earth by a 

superior being. I pray every day, before every meal, before going to bed. 
I read the Bible every morning.

 Narrator: Thank you.

 Narrator: Samantha, how about you?
 Samantha: Well, you see, I’m a White Witch!
 Narrator: A White Witch? how often do you have a religious service?
 Samantha: We meet once a month—at full moon!
 Narrator: I see, where do you meet?
 Samantha: In a forest near town.
 Narrator: And, uh, what is a White Witch?
 Samantha: Well, we worship the natural world. We have a very keen sense of natural 

energies—of the force of plants and animals.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 Churches often sponsor (accredited) (recognized by the government) schools, 
especially (elementary) schools. These (private) schools teach (regular) subjects: 
reading, writing and arithmetic, and also teach classes in religion.
 Many of the students who (attend) a religious high school are not members of the 
sponsoring church. Why do they go? Because the church-sponsored high schools are 
often of a (high) academic quality. In many (cities) the public high schools may be 
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poorly funded or badly managed and the religious schools sometimes offer the best 
(education).
 Many (religions) run special classes for young children. For example, it is a Christian 
tradition for children to go to (Sunday) School. The classes are held at the church and 
young children learn stories from the Bible.

13. Sweethearts
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

  DATInG CouPLeS MARRIeD CouPLeS
 Card 91% 52%
 Romantic Meal 54% 38%
 Flowers 43% 13%
 Candies 25% 32%
 Jewelry 4% 7%
 nothing 19% 27%

 A: hello, and welcome to Culture Close-up. This week we are looking at 
one special day in the year—Valentine’s Day on February 14th. Well, as 
you know St. Valentine is the patron saint of lovers and on this special 
day each year lovers all over the world declare their love.

 Kim: That’s right. In many parts of the world and in the united States it’s a 
special day to take your sweetheart to the restaurant or to the park. We 
asked dating couples what they give their sweetheart on this special 
day. nearly everyone gives a card—that’s 91%. And almost half give 
flowers—that’s 43%. And a quarter give candies that’s 25%—that’s a 
real easy present. And 54% pay for a romantic meal.

 A: 54% for a romantic meal. Does anyone give jewelry?
 Kim: Sure. But not many. 4% of dating couples give jewelry! It’s quite a 

serious present.
 A: And it’s expensive! So, does everyone give a present?
 Kim: no way! 19% don’t give anything!
 A: All right—now what did you find for married couples?
 Kim: Well, married couples are still romantic! 52% of them exchange cards, 

and 13% of them give flowers!
 A: And do they give candies?
 Kim: Yup. 32% of them give candies—like I said—it’s an easy present. But, 

here’s a surprise—7% of them give jewelry on St. Valentine’s Day.
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 A: 7%, that’s nice. And the romantic meal? 
 Kim: 38% of married couples go for a romantic meal—BuT 27% don’t do 

anything special on Valentine’s Day.

Second Challenge
Four people talk about dating. Listen and complete the table.

person
where they like to 
meet people

where they like to date 
people

age

Becky parties nice restaurant late twenties 

Zach supermarket movie, candlelight dinner 34
Debra singles club something simple mid-forties
Nathan church group grandson’s football game 63

 Narrator: Becky, could you answer a few questions about dating?
 Becky: uh, oK.
 N: First of all, where is a good place to meet a new person?
 B: Well, I like to meet people at parties.
 N: Parties?
 B: Yeah! When I go to a party at a friend’s house and then I meet friends 

of friends. I feel comfortable talking to my friend’s friend.
 N: how about where to go for a date? Where do you like to go out?
 B: Well, a nice restaurant is always good, especially for a first date.
 N: Thanks Becky. oh, by the way, may I ask your age?
 B: I’m in my late twenties.
 N: oK, thanks!

 N: Zach, is it oK to ask some personal questions? nothing too personal.
 Zach: Sure, no problem.
 N: Great, thanks. Where do you think is a good place to meet a new romantic 

friend?
 Z: This is a secret . . . but I find the supermarket is a great place to meet 

“romantic friends.”
 N: The supermarket!? uh, can you explain?
 Z: Well, there are several reasons. First of all, you can tell if a woman is 

single or married.
 N: how?
 Z: Well, I look in her cart—is she shopping for one or for two.
 N: oK, I see.
 Z: Secondly, it’s easy to start a conversation. “What brand of soup is best?” 

or “how can I choose a good tomato?” for example.
 N: And, after you meet your new friend, where do you go for a date?
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 Z: of course a movie is nice. or, a candlelight dinner is a good choice 
too!

 N: Right. By the way, how old are you Zach?
 Z: I’m 34.
 N: oK. Thank you, Zach. happy shopping!

 N: Debra, could I ask you a few questions about dating?
 Debra: oK, as long as it’s not too personal!
 N: So, where do you think is a good place to meet people?
 D: Well, how about a singles club?
 N: A singles club?
 D: Yeah, I belong to a singles club, and we go to lots of places. A boat 

cruise one time, a golf outing another time—there are many different 
events!

 N: And sometimes you meet nice people?
 D: Sometimes.
 N: Well, if you do meet someone special, what do you like to do on a 

date?
 D: Something simple—like going for a walk in the park, or for a walk along 

the seashore.
 N: And by the way, could you tell us approximately how old you are?
 D: That’s a secret.
 N: Mid-forties?
 D: (giggle) About that.

 N: nathan, can I ask you a few questions about dating?
 Nathan: no problem!
 N: What do you think is a good way to meet a new romantic friend?
 Na: I suggest a church group. You get to know each other in a group first, 

and then you can be friends later.
 N: I see, a church group?
 Na: oh, sure, the typical church group organizes a lot of social activities. 

every week my church group does something, goes somewhere!
 N: And when it’s time for a date, what do you usually do?
 Na: Myself, I like to take a friend to see my grandson’s football game.
 N: Your grandson?
 Na: Yeah, I’m 63 years young.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 In grade school if you give a Valentine’s Day (card) to another class member, it just 
means “You are my (friend).” But in high school and college, things change quite a bit.  
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Valentine’s Day becomes more (serious). If you give someone a Valentine’s Day card, 
it means you really like that person. If you are already going (out) with someone, you 
have to give them a small (gift). Boys give girls gifts, and girls give boys gifts.
 After college, Valentine’s Day becomes very important for some people. Many 
(couples) decide if they really should be (together) or not on Valentine’s Day. Many 
couples (break) up just before or after Valentine’s Day. either the guy does not want 
to buy an (expensive) gift for his girlfriend, or perhaps the girl decides the guy is not 
the (person) she wants.

14. What Did You Get for 
Christmas?

First Challenge.
Listen and complete the information.

 clothes 76%
 puzzles 71%
 books 68%
 cash 51%
 dolls 44%
 stuffed animals 42%
 sports equipment 39%
 computers 31%

 A: hello, and welcome to Culture Close-up. Today we’re looking at the 
most common Christmas gifts.

 Kim: Choosing a gift for your children can be a big decision. We talked to many 
parents and found that most of them will give more than one present to 
each child. here’s what parents said they were going to get their children 
for next Christmas. 76% of parents will buy some clothing.

 A: oK, so 76% will give some clothing—perhaps a new sweater or a new 
coat?

 Kim: That’s right. educational toys will be very popular, too—71% of parents 
will buy a puzzle or an electronic game for their children. And speaking 
of education—well, 68% will buy a book for their children to read.

 A: So, lots of educational gifts—71% for puzzles and 68% for books.
 Kim: uh-huh, and as always, many children will get a doll or an action 

figure—about 44% of parents will give these.
 A: I always got cash when I was a kid.
 Kim: Right! If you don’t know what to give your children—then cash is always 

a safe present—51% of parents will give cash next Christmas.
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 A: So, 51% for cash.
 Kim: And don’t forget my favorite gift—stuffed animals! 42% of parents will 

give a stuffed animal.
 A: oK. And how about basketballs and baseball gloves and roller skates?
 Kim: uh-huh—well, we found that 39% of parents will give some kind of 

sports equipment.
 A: And finally?
 Kim: Finally, for kids who like to spend time on their home computer—31% 

of parents say they will buy a computer game or computer software.

Second Challenge
Listen. Circle the things that members of the Rockwell family did for Christmas.

 A: i)    B:  ii)    C:  i)    D:  ii)    E:  i)    F:  i)    G:  i)

 N: So, Barry, how was your Christmas?
 Barry: (small boy) It was great! I got lots of presents!
 N: Anything really special?
 Barry: Yeah, a really cool dirt bike!
 N: That’s nice. By the way, when did you open your presents? on Christmas 

eve?
 B: Well, some of my friends can open just one present on Christmas eve, but 

I can’t! I have to wait to open all my presents on Christmas morning.
 N: uh-huh, and Mary, did you do anything special for Santa Claus?
 Mary: (small girl) Well, we put some cookies and milk next to the tree. In the 

morning, they were gone!
 N: Reaaally? And when did you decorate the house?
 M: Well, we put some decorations outside the house in early December.
 N: how about the tree, when did you decorate that?
 M: That went up just about 10 days before Christmas. We use a real tree, 

so we can’t use it for too long.
 N: And Mrs. Rockwell, did you send many cards?
 Mrs. R: oh, about 75 cards—friends and relatives.
 N: And the cards you received?
 Mrs. R: We got about 100 cards during December—I put them on the shelves 

and mantelpiece.
 N: now Mr. Rockwell, did you do anything special for Christmas?
 Mr. R: Well, I’m in a singing group, so we went around the neighborhood 

singing Christmas carols.
 N: And did you go to church?
 Mr. R: oh, yeah, we all went on Christmas morning. It’s very important the 

kids realize what Christmas is about.
 N: And finally, what did you eat? Turkey or ham?
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 Mr. R: Turkey—a huge turkey—actually, I cooked the Christmas turkey myself. 
It was pretty good, if I do say so myself.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 Christmas is a special time for the father, the mother and children of a family to 
spend time (together) and (give) each other presents. even divorced families sometimes 
get together and (celebrate). however, Thanksgiving is actually a more popular time 
for large family (reunions), with (relatives) driving or flying in from many parts of 
the States.
 Christmas time is a popular time for a year-end office (party). until recently, office 
parties were most often (held) in the office building. Food and drink were catered 
in, and sometimes a band was (hired) to come and play music. These days it is more 
(common) to have a party at a restaurant or a reception hall.
 In the past, (department) stores, restaurants and shops were closed on Christmas 
Day. But today many restaurants and shops stay open for business.

15. Will You Be Home for Dinner?
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 never 5%
 1 or 2 18%
 3 or 4 25%
 5 or 6 32%
 every 20%

 A: hello, and welcome to Culture Close-up. Today we are looking at the 
family and how many nights a week family members eat together.

 Kim: nowadays, it is not unusual for both parents to be working and for the 
children to have after-school activities.

 A: So, how often do families manage to eat dinner together?
 Kim: We found that a few families never eat an evening meal together—5% 

of families in fact.
 A: And why’s that?
 Kim: Perhaps because one of the parents works the night shift.
 A: And how about families who eat together one or two nights a week?
 Kim: Almost one-fifth of the families only eat together one or two nights a 

week—about 18%.
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 A: And for three or four nights a week?
 Kim: A quarter of families eat an evening meal together three or four nights 

a week—that’s 25% for three or four nights a week.
 A: That’s quite a lot. And for five or six nights?
 Kim: Almost one-third of families eat together 5 or 6 nights a week. We found 

that 32% eat together five or six nights a week.
 A: And how many families eat together every night of the week?
 Kim: Surprisingly, we found that one-fifth of families, that’s 20%, eat an 

evening meal together every night of the week!

Second Challenge
Listen to the Carter family set their schedule. Complete the table.

TUESDAY

family member
what time they will 

arrive home
reason

mom 3:30 visit the bank and run errands

dad 7:30 working out of town
Jack 9:30 football practice

Jill 4:30 band practice

WEDNESDAY

family member
what time they will 

arrive home
reason

mom 10:00 volunteering at the thrift shop

dad 6:15 (ordinary day)

Jack 5:30 short football practice

Jill 8:45 rehearsal for concert

TUESDAY
 Mom: oK, so when are you all coming home tonight? Jill, how about you?
 Jill: I’ll be home at 4:30. We have band practice at school until 4 o’clock.
 Mom: oK, Jill, at 4:30. how about you dear, when will you be home?
 Dad: I’ll be home a little late tonight—say 7:30. I’m working out of town 

today and it will take me a little while to drive home.
 Mom: oK, great. Jack, how about you? You have football practice today, don’t 

you?
 Jack: That’s right, Mom—but this is Tuesday and we have to watch a film of 

last Friday’s game—got to learn from our mistakes.
 Mom: So what time, honey?
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 Jack: Let’s say—9:30.
 Mom: oK, we’ll have dinner for you when you get home.
 Jack: Great! Don’t forget, I am going to be real hungry after practice!
 Mom: oK, I’ll make you lasagna.
 Jack: My favorite! Way to go.
 Mom: no problem. I have to take the afternoon off work to visit the bank and 

run some errands. So, I’ll be home at 3:30.

WEDNESDAY
 Mom: oK, Wednesday—well, today is going to be a late day for me. I’m 

volunteering at the thrift shop. how about you all?
 Dad: Just an ordinary day for me—I’ll be home at 6:15.
 Mom: Great—can you make dinner for us then? I won’t be back until 10:00!
 Dad: Yeah, sure!
 Jack: um, I’ll be home early today, too—5:30.
 Dad: no football practice?
 Jack: We have just a short practice today.
 Dad: Well, excellent. You can help me make dinner then!
 Jack: no way—Mom asked you!
 Mom: Jill, how about you honey? When do you come back?
 Jill: I have a band rehearsal tonight for our concert this weekend. So pretty 

late—8:00—no wait—probably later, say 8:45.
 Mom: oK then! honey, any idea what you are going to cook?
 Dad: how about cheese omelets?
 Jill: oh, dad you always make cheese omelets!
 Dad: uh—oK, oK a pizza delivery?
 Mom: no, honey—just make some hamburgers! That’ll be fine.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 Many families are too (busy) to eat together at night. Perhaps the children are members 
of the school (athletic) teams, which often (practice) until six or seven o’clock at night. 
other children might have (extracurricular) activities such as (Science) Club and may 
have to attend meetings in the evening.
 Many (teenagers) work at part-time (jobs) during high school. They might even work 
until midnight at least one or two days a week. Since the most common job is to work 
at a fast-food restaurant they do not need to eat at home every (night).
 Finally, many parents are working (late) as well, and so their families have little 
chance to eat meals together except for (special) occasions.
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16. You’re in Trouble Now
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 demerit: 18%
 detention: 47%
 suspension or expulsion: 100%
 counseling: 94%
 visiting the principal: 100%
 cleaning: 29%

 Host: hello, and welcome to Culture Close-up. Today’s topic is punishment 
in high school. We talked to students in high schools in LA County in 
California and asked them about punishments. What did you find out, 
Kim?

 Kim: Well, our survey shows that public schools use various techniques to 
deal with discipline problems. Some techniques are common to all 
schools and others vary between schools. 29% of schools use cleaning 
as a punishment. For example, teachers order students to clean up areas 
such as the cafeteria or the sports grounds.

 Host: Really. So 29% of schools use cleaning as a punishment. What about 
detention? That was very common in my school.

 Kim: Yes, detention is still common. It is used by just under half of the schools. 
47% of high schools use detention. Students in detention must stay at 
school after classes have finished. They may be asked to write a report 
or just sit quietly.

 Host: I see. 47% use detention. um, I believe almost one-fifth of schools use 
a system of demerits. Could you explain what a demerit system is?

 Kim: Yes, 18% of schools use a system of demerits. It’s a little difficult to 
explain … well, say a student is late to school, a teacher may give a 
demerit. If the student falls asleep in class, the teacher might give another 
demerit. After three demerits, the student is given detention.

 Host: Thank you. At my school students had to visit the principal’s office to 
explain bad behavior. Is that still common?

 Kim: Absolutely. our research suggests that all high schools use this system. 
In this situation, the principal talks to the student to find out why the 
student is behaving badly. Sometimes the principal can deal with the 
problem. other times the principal asks the student to see a school 
counselor.

 Host: uh-huh. And do most schools have a school counselor?
 Kim: It appears that nearly all schools have a full-time counselor. In our 

survey, 94% of the schools employed a counselor. These people are 
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trained to give emotional advice, educational advice—and, since many 
high school students work—financial advice, too.

 Host: And what happens if a student has done something really bad?
 Kim: If the problem is severe, the student will be suspended from school for 

a short period of time. If the offense is really serious, then the student 
may be expelled. All of the schools we surveyed used suspension or 
expulsion as a punishment.

Second Challenge
Some students talk about high school punishments. Listen and complete the table.

name punishment offense details

Keith demerits and 
detention

falling asleep in 
class

had to sit in a classroom after 
school and do nothing

Kelly
visit to the 
principal’s 
office

drew pictures on 
a desk

nurse suggested that she wear 
glasses

Tom sent to see the 
counselor

missed a lot of 
classes

a volunteer was found to help 
look after Tom’s mom

Ruth expelled caught with drugs 
at school

cannot attend any public school, 
must find a private school 

Conversation 1
 Anna: Keith, did your school have detention?
 Keith: Yes. I went to a private high school that used detention as a punishment. 

I know because I had detention once.
 Anna: Really? Why?
 Keith: Well, my school had a system of demerits. A demerit was like a warning. 

After three demerits, students got detention.
 Anna: What did you do?
 Keith: I had a bad habit of falling asleep in class. I received three demerits 

from one teacher. The next time I fell asleep, she gave me detention.
 Anna: What was it like?
 Keith: It was boring! I had to sit in a room for an hour after school. I couldn’t 

do anything. I guess I was supposed to think about what I did wrong.

Conversation 2
 David: Kelly, you are so quiet. I bet you never got into trouble in elementary 

school.
 Kelly: Well, I sort of did once.
 David: What do you mean, sort of?
 Kelly: once I was sent to the principal’s office because I drew pictures on my 

desk while the teacher was talking.
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 David: Drawing pictures on your desk? That sounds very bad. What happened 
at the principal’s office?

 Kelly: he asked me why I did it. I said I couldn’t see the board, and I got upset. 
After I said that, the principal sent me to the nurse. The nurse decided 
that I needed glasses.

 David: I see. So you got in trouble, but you didn’t get punished.
 Kelly: uh-huh!

Conversation 3
 Alice: Tom, did you have a good time in high school?
 Tom: Yeah, pretty much. I had a lot of fun for the last three years, but the first 

year was hard.
 Alice: Why was that?
 Tom: I missed a lot of classes. I’m glad to say that one teacher noticed and 

was worried about me. She sent me to see the counselor.
 Alice: Did seeing the counselor help?
 Tom: Yes, I told him I was missing school because my mom was sick and 

that I had to take care of her. The counselor found a volunteer to help 
my mom during the day. That way, I could go to school. It took a lot of 
my stress away, so I was able to concentrate on school more.

 Alice: I’m so glad the counselor helped you. It was lucky that you talked to 
him.

 Tom: Yeah, I think I was really lucky. If my teacher had given me detention, 
maybe I wouldn’t have talked to anyone about the problem.

Conversation 4
 Lance: Did you hear that Ruth was expelled from school yesterday?
 Susan: Ruth? expelled? What did she do?
 Lance: She was caught with illegal drugs at school.
 Susan: how stupid of her! What happens to her now?
 Lance: It’s horrible. Because of the “zero tolerance policy” she can’t go back 

to a public high school.
 Susan: That’s pretty harsh. That means Ruth has to find a private school, 

right? 
 Lance: Right.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 School punishments in the united States have (changed) over time. Fifty years ago, 
corporal punishment was very (common). Today, in many states, it is (illegal) to hit 
students. Instead, schools (use) non-physical punishments, and try to find out why 
students are acting (badly). Schools rely on counselors to (advise) both students and 
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teachers. The counselor can help decide what type of punishment is necessary.
 Detention—detaining a student (after) school—is a very common form of punishment. 
Students in detention have to sit in a room and, perhaps (write) a report about their bad 
behavior. Some schools also use punishments that (benefit) the school. For example, 
students may be asked to (clean) up an area. Stealing something, or destroying property, 
could result in suspension. Very serious (offenses), such as drug possession, may result 
in expulsion.

17. Online Shopping
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 travel services 35%
 books 10%
 software 10%
 insurance 9%
 music 8%
 clothes 7%
 computer hardware 5%

 A: hello, and welcome to another Culture Close-up. Today we’re looking 
at online shopping—people who use their computers to go shopping! 
online shopping has gone from a novelty idea to big business in just a 
few years.

 Kim: That’s right. You might be surprised to hear that over 50% of people 
who are connected to the Internet have bought something by using the 
net. In the next five years, it is expected that more and more people will 
shop from home using their computer.

 A: So, Kim, what will people buy over the net?
 K: Lots of people are using the net to buy train, bus and plane tickets, but 

they are also arranging vacations and making hotel bookings! So, about 
35% of all online shopping will be for the travel-related industry.

 A: And are people buying books over the net?
 K: Yes, indeed—10% of all online sales will be for books. Also popular is 

computer software—that’s also going to be a big 10%.
 A: And I understand that insurance sales are rising as people shop around 

for cheap automobile and house insurance?
 K: That’s right. Insurance is expected to be 9% of total sales.
 A: What about music—for example CDs and MP3 files?
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 K: More and more people are shopping for music on the net. Just like at 
a store you can hear samples of the music. So, 8% of sales will be for 
music.

 A: And what about sales of clothes? I often buy my jeans, pants, shirts, etc. 
on the net.

 K: In fact, sales of clothes are predicted to be 7%—that’s good news for 
companies like “LL Bean” and “Lands’ end.”

 A: And finally computer hardware?
 K: Sales of computer hardware are predicted to be 5% of sales—that’s 

people shopping for computers, hard drives and other equipment.

Second Challenge
Why is online shopping so popular in the US? Listen and complete the table.

person profession reason why online shopping is booming

Hillary banker
Many shoppers don’t worry about buying low-
priced items on credit. They think “buy now and 
pay later!”

Vince retailer
The uS is a mail order society. There is a 
tradition of people buying from a catalog, and 
the Web page is a natural extension of that.

Larry tech support

The Internet is really easy to use now. Catalog 
databases display quickly, and pictures in the 
online catalog look good. Web pages can be 
made secure. You can give your credit card 
details with confidence.

Barbara librarian
After you place an order you can see when the 
order ships. Then you can track the package as 
it travels across the country.

Tommy interior 
decorator

You can just click a button and check if a store 
sells the furniture and at the same time you can 
check the price.

 Narrator: hillary, as a banker what can you tell us about the online shopping 
boom?

 Hillary: Well, as you know, the uS is not a cash society. We already use credit 
cards or debit cards for most of our purchases.

 Narrator: So, it’s very natural for online shoppers to use credit cards?
 Hillary: Yes, especially for low-priced items. Many shoppers don’t worry 

about buying low-priced items on credit. They think “buy now and pay 
later!” 

 Narrator: I see, thank you.
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 Narrator: Vince, you are a retailer. Can you tell us anything about the online 
shopping boom?

 Vince: Well, the uS is a mail order society. There’s a tradition of people buying 
from a catalog, and the Web page is a natural extension of that.

 Narrator: Does your store do a lot of business on line?
 Vince: Quite a bit, actually. We opened a Web Store just last year, and it already 

accounts for 12% of our revenue.

 Narrator: And Larry, you’re a computer professional. Any special reason why Web 
shopping has become so popular? From a technical point of view?

 Larry: Well, the Internet is really easy to use now. Today, you can buy a new 
computer, plug it in, and be on the Web in a few minutes. More people 
are getting connected. Also, the connection speed is good these days. 
Catalog databases display quickly. And the pictures in the online catalog 
look good.

 Narrator: I see.  Anything else?
 Larry: Well, security is pretty good—Web pages can be made secure. By that 

I mean that you can give your credit card details with confidence.
 Narrator: Thank you, Larry.

 Narrator: now, Barbara, you’re a heavy Internet user, right?
 Barbara: That’s right, I’m a librarian and I started using the net for research a 

few years ago. I use it for shopping from home now, too.
 Narrator: As a user, what’s the attraction online shopping has for you?
 Barbara: Well, it’s very easy to see what has happened to my order. After I place 

an order I can see when the order ships, for example.
 Narrator: You mean when it leaves the shop or factory?
 Barbara: uh-huh. And then you can track the package as it travels across the 

country.
 Narrator: Yes, that does sound very helpful.

 Narrator: And how about you, Tommy?
 Tommy: Well, I’m an interior decorator. So, I buy a lot of things on the net—paint, 

furniture, curtains, carpets.
 Narrator: All on the net?
 Tommy: Yes. Before, I would drive all over town looking for the right paint, the 

right furniture. now, I can just click a button and check if a store sells 
the furniture AnD at the same time, I can check the price. Then I can 
order from that store!

 Narrator: So you use the Internet instead of your car? Very good.
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Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 Internet use in the States is climbing very quickly, even (retired) people are getting 
on the net. Like students, they have much time and many reasons to use the net: 
communicating with family and (friends), studying new areas of (interest) or perhaps 
earning (money) by working part-time.
 In the uSA, families tend to live (far) apart. Children may go to college in a city 
far away from home. People are very willing to (move) cross-country to take a (job), 
and many corporations move their (employees) from a branch in one state to a branch 
in another state. As a result, grandparents, parents and children may live thousands of 
miles apart.
 As a way of keeping in touch with each other between family reunions, e-mail is 
an excellent alternative to (long-distance) telephone calls. Long-distance charges are 
quite high. Moreover, calling across country may be a problem because of the time 
(difference) between states.

18. Are You Going to the Prom?
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 dress: $150
 ticket: $40
 dinner: $35
 transport: $25
 78% of female high school seniors attend the prom

 Host: hello, and welcome to Culture Close-up. Today’s topic is the high school 
prom. We talked to students in high schools and asked them about how 
much money they spent on the prom. First of all Kim, what is a school 
prom?

 Kim: In the united States, high school juniors—students who are in their third 
year—and seniors—students in their fourth and final year—can attend 
the school prom. This dance is held near the end of the school year. It 
is meant to be a time to celebrate the end of high school. Some schools 
have the dance at their gymnasium; others rent a ballroom. In either 
case, students dress in fancy clothing. It’s a big event, the highlight of 
the high school year!

 Host: And what did you find out about the average cost of attending the 
prom?

 Kim: our research shows that the prom can be rather expensive for students. 
The most expensive item by far is the clothes. on average, students 
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spent $150 on dressing up.
 Host: $150 for dressing up. I see. how about the cost of the ticket, Kim?
 Kim: The tickets cost an average of $40.
 Host: $40 per person to go to the prom. It does sound like an expensive night 

out. Are there any other expenses?
 Kim: Yes—one is transportation. Students often travel as a group in a large 

limousine. Some of them catch a taxi. In either case, it isn’t cheap! The 
average cost of transport is $25.

 Host: And I imagine many students want to have something to eat before the 
prom.

 Kim: That’s right. Many of the students go out to a nice restaurant before they 
arrive at the prom. The average cost of dinner is $35.

 Host: And do all students attend the prom?
 Kim: not exactly. 65% of male high school seniors told us they attended their 

school prom. This contrasts with female high school seniors. 78% of 
them said they attended. The reason for the difference is that girls often 
go as a group of friends, but many boys don’t want to go to the prom 
unless they have a date.

Second Challenge
Four people talk about the high school prom. Listen and complete the table.

went with:  a)
best part:  b)
cost of dress:  a)
dinner:  b)

where was it:  b)
who did the decorations:  b)
wore:  a)
worst part:  a)

Conversation 1
 Sarah: Anna, did you go to the prom last year?
 Anna: Yeah, I went. But I almost didn’t go.
 S: Why not?
 A: Well, I didn’t have a date.
 S: So you went by yourself?
 A: no! I went with a group of other girls. emma, Christy, Rebecca and 

I went as a group. I’m glad I went—it was a blast! We had so much 
fun!

 S: But wasn’t getting a dress a lot of trouble?
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 A: no way! Buying a dress was one of the best parts! It was so much fun 
to try on all the different ones. I felt—like a princess.

 S: But what about the cost? I hear prom dresses can be very expensive!
 A: We went to a great resale shop. I found a dress for $30—and it looked 

fabulous!
 S: I see. I could handle that. Did you go out for dinner before the prom?
 A: uh-huh. We took a taxi to Gino’s, the Italian restaurant.
 S: Is that a fancy restaurant? Was the food good?
 A: The food was great. But we were more interested in talking and taking 

pictures, to tell the truth.

Conversation 2
 Paul: Mark, did you go to the prom when you were in high school?
 Mark: Yeah, I went to the prom my junior year, but I skipped my senior prom. 

I went to a rock concert instead.
 P: Did your junior prom have a theme?
 M: Yeah. It was on a boat and some people wore sailor’s jackets. uh, the 

senior prom theme was “Moonlit Garden.”
 P: Who did all the decorations?
 M: The students. But lots of the parents helped out, too.
 P: Did you rent a tuxedo for your prom?
 M: Actually, I rented a captain’s uniform, complete with a cap!
 P: hey, that sounds great. Did you have fun?
 M: Yeah, it was pretty good, but it wasn’t all fun.
 P: Why is that?
 M: I got seasick on the boat! In fact, whenever I look at photos from the 

prom, I feel a little bit seasick.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 Junior and senior proms are a (tradition) in American high schools. Many students 
consider the prom the highlight of their school (days). For girls, getting the right prom 
(dress) is very important. They often have their outfits fitted by professional tailors. 
It’s easier for men, who usually just (rent) a tuxedo at a local shop. on prom day girls 
often get together in groups to do their hair and (paint) their nails. Boys often dress 
alone and meet a group of girls at one house. Then, parents (gather) at one location 
to take pictures of the girls and boys together. After the pictures, groups (ride) in a 
limousine or in taxis to a (fancy) restaurant for dinner. After dinner, students head to 
the prom and (dance) the night away with their friends. The music is provided by DJs 
or a live (band).
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19. Read All About It
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 India 2,229
 US 1,581
 Turkey 397
 Brazil 371
 Germany 349
 Russia 321
 Mexico 295
 Pakistan 269

 A: hello, and welcome to Culture Close-up. Today we are looking at daily 
newspapers around the world.

 Kim: That’s right. And which country do you think publishes the most 
newspapers every day? (pause) Well, you may be surprised to find out 
that actually it is India that has the most daily newspapers.

 A: Is that right? India has the most daily newspapers.
 Kim: uh-huh—with 2,229 newspapers titles every day. Quite a long way 

behind in second place is the uSA.
 A: And how many newspapers does the uSA produce every day?
 Kim: 1,581 newspapers are sold across the 50 states every day.
 A: 1,581 newspapers—that’s still a lot.
 Kim: And a long way behind these two leaders is Turkey. Turkey manages to 

produce 397 newspapers every day.
 A: 397—uh-huh!
 Kim: After Turkey is Brazil with 371 newspapers and then Germany with 349 

newspapers.
 A: So, 371 for Brazil and 349 for Germany.
 Kim: And then the folks in Russia. The Russians like to read a lot—they 

publish 321 newspapers every day. And finally, following Russia is 
Mexico with 295 and Pakistan with 269.
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Second Challenge
Listen to five people talk about the daily newspapers that they read. Complete the 
table using the reasons in the box below.

newspaper speaker
why they like the 

paper
$ cost

USA Today 4 o, C, E, G free for hotel guests

New York Times 2 F, I, J, C, A $6.00 on Sunday

Wall Street Journal 3 B, N, L $20.00 a month

Washington Post 1 D, A, G, L $1.25
Sacramento Bee 5 F, N, H $0.50

 Narrator: Speaker one.
 N: hello, and can you tell me what newspaper you read?
 A: I read the Washington Post. It has excellent articles on national politics. 

And it always carries foreign news.
 N: national politics and foreign news—so, it’s a serious paper.
 A: Well, yeah, but it does have a very good sports section.
 N: And how much does it cost?
 A: The Post costs $1.25—I really recommend it! Very well written.

 N: Speaker two.
 N: And ma’am, can you tell me what paper you read?
 A: The Sunday edition of the New York Times. I used to live in new York, 

so I like to know what is happening in the city. It has excellent music 
and film reviews—and all the local entertainment.

 N: So it focuses on local news and local entertainment?
 A: Yes, BuT it has excellent national news from around the States and 

around the world. You know—“All the news that’s fit to print!”
 N: And why do you buy it on Sunday?
 A: Well, there are many special sections—for example, the Book Review 

section is excellent!
 N: And how much is the newspaper?
 A: I’m not sure about the daily price—but the Sunday edition is $6.00.

 N: Speaker three.
 N: And ma’am, can you tell me what paper you read?
 A: I like the Wall Street Journal. It has the best business coverage of any 

newspaper. And the editorials are excellent—very conservative. 
 N: So, good business articles and conservative editorials?
 A: Yeah—it’s a little serious—very well written. I would like some comics 

though.
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 N: You can’t have everything! how much is it?
 A: I pay $20.00 a month.

 N: Speaker four.
 N: And ma’am, can you tell me what paper you read?
 A: I read USA Today.
 N: uh-huh and why’s that?
 A: hmm, it’s easy to read—and has interesting stories. It has good national 

news.
 N: national news . . .
 A: . . . and it’s available nationwide—with news from each region.
 N: how much is it?
 A: no idea—I’m here on business and I’m staying at a hotel. The hotel 

gives me the USA Today for free.
 N: Free—that’s good.
 A: oh—and it has a very good sports section.

 N: Speaker five.
 N: And sir, can you tell me what paper you read?
 E: I like the local paper—it’s called the Sacramento Bee—it’s only available 

here in California.
 N: And why do you like it, sir?
 E: It focuses on local news—everything that is happening in town. I can 

read about my nephew’s football game or my cousin’s court case—he’s 
a lawyer, you know.

 N: Liberal or conservative?
 E: oh definitely ConSeRVATIVe—conservative editorials.
 N: Comics?
 E: Good comics.
 N: And how much is it?
 E: err, let me see—I do believe it’s fifty cents a copy.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 In the past, almost every American city had at least (two) daily newspapers. now only 
a few cities, for example, Washington DC, new York, Chicago and LA, have two or 
more (daily) papers. In contrast to many countries, there are few national newspapers, 
instead they focus on the (regional) news of one state or the (local) news of the city or 
town. Four exceptions are the Wall Street Journal, the Washington Post, the New York 
Times and USA Today which are (sold) all over the States.
 Almost all newspapers are morning (editions), with only a few (printing) evening 
editions. The reason for this is the relatively small size of the circulation which does 
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not allow a second printing. Compare the New York Times with the Asahi Shimbun. 
The Asahi Shimbun (sells) some 8,260,000 in the morning edition and some 3,800,000 
in the evening, while the New York Times distributes about 1,700,000 (copies) in its 
morning edition.

20. Politically Correct
First Challenge

Listen and complete the information.

 wide doorways library
 wheelchair ramps shopping mall
 clear path of travel airport
 accessible telephones post office
 accessible drinking fountains bank lobby
 accessible toilets cafeteria
 accessible parking spaces

 A: hello, and welcome to Culture Close-up. Today we are looking at how 
we can make life easier for those with disabilities.

 Kim: That’s right. The Americans with Disabilities Act requires public 
buildings to be more accessible to people with disabilities.

 A: And what is a typical public building that is covered by the Act?
 Kim: Well, a typical example of a public building might be a library, a shopping 

mall, an airport, a post office, a bank lobby, a cafeteria.
 A: A library, or a shopping mall, or an airport, or a post office, or a bank 

lobby, or a cafeteria.
 Kim: Right. now, the Act explains that the following facilities must be 

provided. Firstly, there should be wide doorways to allow wheelchairs 
to pass easily through them.

 A: Wide doorways for wheelchairs to pass through. uh-huh, and what about 
wheelchair ramps?

 Kim: Sure, secondly, there should be wheelchair ramps to allow easy access 
into the buildings and around the buildings. Third, there should be a 
clear path of travel.

 A: And a clear path of travel means . . .
 Kim: . . . means that no tables, or furniture must be in the way of wheelchairs. 

number four, there must be telephones that can be easily accessed by 
people with disabilities. number five, there must be accessible drinking 
fountains, and number six there should be accessible toilets.

 A: So, that’s accessible telephones, drinking fountains and toilets?
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 Kim: Right. And finally all public buildings should have accessible parking 
spaces to allow people with disabilities to park as close as possible to 
the building.

Second Challenge
Many words in the English language are considered “inappropriate.” These words 
are being replaced by “politically correct” words. Listen and match the words in 
Column A with the words in Column B.

A.  “inappropriate” language B.  “politically correct” language

 a. chairman  7. chair

 b. Indian  10. native American

 c. mailman  8. mail carrier, postal worker

 d. fat  5. large

 e. housewife  6. homemaker

 f. handicapped  9. physically challenged

 g. blind  2. visually impaired

 h. air hostess, stewardess  3. flight attendant, cabin attendant

 i. policeman  4. police officer

 j. fireman  1. firefighter

 a: Chairman has been replaced by the simple word “chair.” A man or a 
woman who is the head of a committee should be called the chair—not 
the chairman!

 b: We know that Christopher Columbus made a mistake—he thought that 
America was India and so he called the people he saw Indians. nowadays 
we refer to the original inhabitants of the uSA as native Americans.

 c: So, what do you call the woman who delivers the mail in the morning? 
In the past, we called her a mailman—well, that doesn’t seem right, 
does it? So, now we say mail carrier—or even postal worker.

 d: how can we best describe someone who is fat? Fat has become a negative 
word and offends some people. So now we say that person is “large.”

 e: In the past we called the woman who stayed at home the housewife.  
But these women actually have a full-time job—they cook, clean, shop, 
do the laundry AnD look after the children! Furthermore, men can do 
this job as well. To better describe this occupation we use the term 
“homemaker.”
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 f: handicapped has always had a negative meaning—so nowadays we 
don’t say physically handicapped, we say physically challenged.

 g: My grandmother could not see very well when she was ninety—but 
how do we say this? Many people think the word blind is too negative, 
so nowadays we should say that somebody is “visually impaired.”

 h: A long time ago most of the people serving passengers on an airplane 
were women who were called air hostesses or stewardesses. But if you 
fly nowadays you will see that there are many men doing the same 
duty—so the new description is flight attendant or cabin attendant.

 i: My great-uncle used to be a policeman in Chicago. But nowadays what 
should we call a woman who is on the police force? A lady policeman? 
The new phrase is police officer and we can use it for both men and 
women.

 j: Likewise what do we call a lady fireman. If you join the fire department 
you will be called a “firefighter” or “fire department worker” depending 
on your job function.

Third Challenge
Listen and fill in the missing words.

 “Politically correct,” or PC, is (language) that does not limit or offend people. It does 
not presume that men do (certain) jobs, and that (women) do others.
 For example, it was once common to say “housewife,” but today, that term is out of 
date—a woman is not “married” to the home. The new PC term is “(homemaker)” which 
suggests that (either) a woman or a man could run the home by doing the (housework), 
cooking, laundry, etc. It is an (equal) opportunity word.
 “Politically correct” language is somewhat (controversial). Some people don’t want 
to (change) the old familiar words. Some people have even thought of “joke” PC terms. 
For example, a (large) man could be referred to as “horizontally emphasized.” A short 
person could be called “vertically challenged.” of course, a truly politically correct 
term would not be one that made fun of people at all. 


